
S E N S É E  I N  A  N U T S H E L LSENSÉE  IN  A  NUTSHELLI N T RO D U C I N G  D E FAU LT  S C H D U E L I N G

Default scheduling (located on the scheduler page) allows you to select the hours that you are available to work before hours are made available for selection, and should be completed before
TeamTonic attempts to match your selection with operational requirements by automatically booking hours in for you.

Once TeamTonic has provided you with your matched hours (this process is known as 'Heauristics') the Scheduler will be made available for you to select your remaining hours. The use of the
Default Scheduler and the Scheduler will vary depending on your department (as will the time at which Heauristics are run and when hours become available for manual selection - check with your
line manager to confrim the details of this for your department).

The Default Scheduler and The Scheduler both reside within the Scheduler Page. This article focuses on the Default Scheduler (for information on how to use The Scheduler view the article 'Using
The Scheduler in TeamTonic Cloud (Agent)'.

The below image illustrates the difference between the Default Scheduler and the Scheduler itself, and the remainder of this article will discuss how to use the Default Scheduler in addition to
highlighting its various features:

The Default Scheduler The Scheduler
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Default scheduling (located on the scheduler page) allows you to select the hours that
you are available to work in any given week – it is available for all future weeks, and is
not available for the current week or weeks that have past.

AC C E S S I N G  T H E  D E FAU LT  S C H D U E L E R

Note that the week
selected is one week in
the future (shown in
green) as the current
day is the 19th April (in
bold):

As we are viewing a week in the future
the Default Schedule option is
available. Select this option to open
your default scheduler:
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Your base MCH is confrimed
in addition to the number of
hours you have selected as
available to work:

In this example the user has
selected to work between
9am to 5pm Monday to Friday
(a total of 35 hours). A green
radio button helps provide a
visual indicator for slots that
have been booked (grey slots
with no circle indicate that
the user is unable to work
that slot):

You can select (or un-select)
the slots you have selected by
simply clicking on the desired
slot:

The default scheduler automatically saves your selection as you edit your
selected hours in real-time, in addition to saving your selection for future
weeks as a convenience feature (although you can edit your selection week by
week should you wish to do so).
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The Default Schedule has a number of convenience features designed to make your hours selection process as easy as possible.

US ING THE  DEFAULT  SCHEDULER

In addition to confirming your base-MCH, the hours
selected metric will change in real-time to reflect
any changes you make to your selected hours in
any given week:

In the below example the user has added 06:30-
07:30 on Monday as a time that they are available
to work, and as a result their hours selected metric
has increased to 36.5 hours:

Default Schedule: Key Information

• The default scheduler saves your selection as you make
them in real-time– when you are happy with your selection
simply select the x button at the top right (or click outside of
the default scheduler) to close it. If you want to check your
selection you can reopen the default scheduler at any point
and it will reflect your most recent updates.

• The default scheduler will remember your selection for
future weeks as a convenience feature (although you can
edit this at any point).

Things to remember:

• Remember that your MCH can change if your account is
using flexible hours so you may wish to periodically check
your preferred hours selection

• Booking hours above your MCH is the recommended
approach - the more hours you select the greater the chance
that TeamTonic will be able to apply a selection of hours that
best meet your preferences.

• Default hours should be selected before Heauristics are
being run for the week where hours are expected to be
made available (this will vary by department so check with
your Line Manager for details).

Once TeamTonic has completed the hour matching process the
schedule will be made available for edits (again, check with your
line manager to confirm on what day and time this will occur for
your department).

For information on how to use The Scheduler (for manually
adding and removing booked slots) view the article; 'Using the
Scheduler in TeamTonic Cloud (Agent)'.


